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INTRODUCTION 
LET X nE a smooth, quasi-projective ariety. Bloch's formula 
HP(X,~"p) ~ CHP(X), 
relating the K-theory of X with the Chow ring, was proved by Quillen in [7]. The case p 
= lwas known to the ancients; Bloch [1] originally proved the case p = 2 in the case of 
surfaces. The purpose of this note is to show an analogous formula in the case of singular 
surfaces. 
Collino [2] has constructed groups of cycles mod rational equivalence, CHP(X, S), where 
X is a quasi-projective ariety with singular locus S a finite set of points, and has verified that 
HP(X,Jt~p) = CHP(X, S) if S is a single point. In the case of surfaces, Gillet [3] has made 
computations of H 2 (X, -~¢'2) if the surface X is obtained from a smooth surface by "gluing 
along curves", but has not directly related this group to a group of zero-cycles. Pedrini and 
Weibel [6] have proposed a definition of the group of zero cycles mod rational equivalence on 
a singular variety, and have proved the analogue of Bloch's formula for surfaces, if the 
singular locus is afme. In [5] we have proposed asomewhat different definition for the Chow 
groups CH p (X, S) on a variety X with singular locus S, and we show here that H 2 (X, ,go 2 ) 
= CH 2 (X, S), for X a quasi-projective surface (defined over an infinite field) with arbitrary 
singular locus. 
Our method is a combination ofthe ideas in [21 together with the original construction of
Bloch in [1 ]. Of especial importance is our lemma 2, which says that a collection of curves and 
functions { (D, f) lfe k(D)* } on a surface X, with no curve D contained in the singular locus, 
trivializes the zero cycle E div (f)  in K o (X) if the collection is locally a tame symbol along the 
singular locus. 
We fix at the outset an infinite field k as ground field for all varieties considered herein. 
Finally, I would like to thank H. Gillet for suggesting this problem to me, and the Max 
Planck Institute for their generous upport and hospitality. 
Let X be a quasi-projective ariety with singular locus S. Let S 1 . . . .  , Sd be the irreducible 
components of S. We henceforth assume that dim (Si) < 1 for each i, and we order the Si so 
that dim (S~) = 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  r, and dim (S~) = 0 for i > r. Let s i denote the generic point of 
S~, i = 1 . . . . .  r. Let Rs be the semi-local ring of S~ w. . .  w S, in X, and let Xs denote Spec 
(R s). If p is a point of X, we let R(p, S) be the localization of R s at the set { f J f (p) ~: 0}; if i: X s 
--.X is the inclusion, then i -1 (Spec(¢x,p))=Spec(R(p,S)). We let X(p,S) denote 
Spec(R (p, S)). 
Let (X, S) be the topological space gotten by removing from X all points x ofcodimension 
1 which specialize to some s;, and also removing all points ofcondimension 2 which specialize 
to some point of S. We define a subsheaf ~-s of I_] ix.(k(x)*) by 
x~(X, sp 
{ ( I ] )  fOrj>2'andfOreachzinXjwhich] 
specializes to p, and also specializes 
~s'p = Y ~ ix*(k(x)*) P to a point of S, there is an element t z 
\x~x's~i of i, (~2 (Xs))z with y = 7~(tz) at z. 
+ Part ia l ly  supported by NSF  grant  MCS-8301327.  
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Here 7 ~ is the composition of i,(o~f2(Xs))-*i, K2(k(X)) with the tame symbol map 
T: i .Kz(k(X))  --. I__[ i~.(k(x)*). We note that ]r actually has image in ~s. The divisor map 
xe iX  1 
div: I_] ix'(k(x)*)~ LI ix.(7/) restricts to ~s to give a map div:~s--, El 
x~X j xeX  z xe(X ,S )  2 
gives us a complex of sheaves on X 
i~,(~). This 
G.: 0 ~ i. 0¢2 (Xs)) ~s  div 
Let ~2 denote the kernel of T. 
[_I i~,( ~) --, O. 
x ~ (X ,  S) 2 
PROPOSITION 1. The complex G. is a resolution of 3r' 2. In addition, the map o ,~ 2 
i, (3r2 (X s) ) factors through 3["'2, and 3U z -~ 3U'2 is an isomorphism away from the closed 
points of S. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let y be a smooth point of X. Then the Gersten complex for R(y, S): 
is exact. 
O~ K2R(y ,S )~ K2(k(X)) T I I  k(x)* div LI 2v~0 
X ~ X(y ,  S) 1 x ~: X (y ,  S) z 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in [2] and [7]; we give a sketch here for the 
reader's convenience. R(y, S) is a regular ring, and the Gersten complex comes from the 
spectral sequence arising from the collection of long exact sequences 
L Kd(J[ ,+ ,) ~ Kd (~/¢') ---, Kd(~('/J¢ '+ 1) L Kd_l (,.¢¢'+~) ~,  
where ./t 'i is the category of coherent R (y, S) modules upported in codimension i. To show 
the Gersten complex above is exact, we need only show that, for each principal divisor Z on 
X(y, S), the map 
Kd(~C.[i(Z)) --, Kd(.1[ i) 
is zero, where J t  'i (Z) is the full subeategory of J t  '~ ÷ 1 consisting of modules upported on Z. 
Let U = Spec (R) be a smooth affine neighborhood ofy in X such that Z is represented by 
a principal divisor Z' on U, defined by an element t of R. Since U is smooth, there is a map 
f :  U -~ A"- 1 (n = dim (X)) which is smooth on a neighborhood ofy, and such that Z' is finite 
over A"- 1 
We have the diagram 
Spec (R') = Y = U (~),_ a Z' -o U 
s(i 1 
Spec(R/t) = Z' . A,-1 
After inverting h in R, h(y) 4: O, the ideal 1 of S(Zh) in R~, is principal, and R~ is smooth, hence 
flat, over Rh(R = R/t). Let f=  hflf2 be in R, with fl(Y)4: 0, and f2(s i) ~ 0 for each i 
= 1 . . . . .  r. We have an exact sequence of functors from Jt"(Z}) to ~¢/~: 
0 ---, If®z,? ~ R'f®~? ~ ? ~ O. 
As If is principal, the map of K-groups K a (./tci(Z~))--* K d (./¢ i) is zero. Since ./¢i (Z) is the 
direct limit over f as above of the ~ ' ./¢ (Zy), the map Kd(~gi(z))--* Kd(~¢¢ i) is zero. This 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now prove proposition 1. Let y be a point of X. We need only check exactness at ~s  
and at Hix.(Z). We consider three cases. 
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(1) y = s i some i. Then Srs,y = I_[ ix,(7)y = O. 
x~(X,S) 2
(2) y isadosedpointofS.Then H ix.(7)y = 0, and ~ is surjective at y by the definition of 
x e (X ,S )  2 
,~a~- s. 
(3) y a smooth point of X. By the lemma, we have 
i, (.Jr2 (Xs))r = H°(X(Y, S),~r'2) 
= K2R(y, S). 
If t ¢,~.y has divisor equal to zero in ( I_] ix.( Z) ) , then t also has divisor equal to 
x e {X, $) 2 y 
zer°in( H ix*Z) y'astisatamesymb°latallxinX2-(X'S)2"Thust m 
K 2 (k(X)), where Ty is the local tame symbol map at y. Also, t--Ty(x) goes to zero in 
L] k(x)*, so by the lemma, x comes from K 2 R(y, S). This proves exactness at ~-s. 
xcX{y,S) I 
Let tbe in(xns)  ix*(Z))r.Thent= divr(z)forsomezin(xHxix*(k(x)*).Astgoesto 
zero in I.] Z, the image ofz in H k(x)* is ofthe form T(a) for some a in K e R(y, S). 
x • X(y, Sp  x E X(y, S) ~ 
/ \ 
that z is in ( LI ix,(k(x)*) If u is in X(y, S) 2, then Modifying z by T(a), we may assume 
xe(X,53 ~ /y"  \ 
div.(z) = 0, and as u is smooth on X, this implies that z = T.(au), for some a. in K2(k(X)). 
Since T.(a.) goes to zero in [1 k(x)*, this implies that a. comes from K2R(u, S), which is 
xeX(u, Sp 
i, (o~e" 2 (Xs)). by the lemma, hence z is in ~s . ,  as desired. This proves (a). 
For (b),.g2 is mapped to zero by the tame symbol map, hence o~f2 --, i, (~2 (Xs)) factors 
through Jff~. Next, note that ~f'~,~, = i, (:~e 2 (Xs))~, = ove2,~,, and, if y is smooth, the following 
diagram is commutative: 
i, (ACt2 (Xs))r = g2R(y ,S) ~ K2(k(X)) 
jr yc.._., LI ix*(k(x)*)r 
x6X l 
Thus Yf~ = ker (i. (~2 (Xs))r ~ Fs,y) is contained in ker (K 2 (k(X)) ~ ix.(k(x)*)y), which is 
-g2'r As the reverse inclusion is implied by the lemma, (b) is proved, q.e.d. 
I fZ  is a quasi-projective ariety, we let.rfz denote the exact category oftorsion coherent ~z 
modules M such that M has a two step resolution 
O-, F 1 -, F o-, M--, O 
by locally free sheaves on Z. I fE  is a closed subset of Z, we let .,~fz(E) denote subcategory of
JtCz consisting of sheaves upported on E, and we let ~tz, ~ denote the subcategory of oYfz 
consisting of sheaves which are zero at each generic point of E. 
Let E be a closed subset of Z, locally defined by a single equation, such that U = Z - E is 
affme. It is shown in [4] that there are long exact sequences (F = k(Z); i > 1) 
---~ l > ~i(Z) ----sKi(~ ) e-~ Ki-l ~l 
> K i (3C~'z ) - - - -~K i (Z)  ---7~ K I (F )  " K i -1  (3rtaz) 
> Ki('~u) > Ki(U) > KI(F) ~" Ki-1 (.~u) 
#t 
>Ki- l (Z) >Ki- 1 (U) 
/ 
~ Ki- 1 (Z)----> K i_ 1 (F) 
'- 1 (U) - - ->K i_ 1 (F). 
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The maps i, and j* are induced by the inclusion i:~,~z(E)~ :,'~z and the restriction j : ~'~z 
~¢t% respectively. It is easily checked that all squares and triangles in the above commute up 
to sign. We define a map ~ : K i (~%) ~ K i 1 (~z  (E)) by 6 = t?. cc A diagram chase shows that 
gives a boundary map forming a long exact sequence (i > 1) 
--, K,(~f~z(E))-~. K,(~f z) ~ K, (~%) ~. K,_, (~z(E)) ~. Ki_ 1 (Jf z). 
By a standard argument, this gives rise to a Mayer-Vietoris equence (i > 1) 
--~ K i+ 1 ( , -~t :  c~ v )  ~ Ki ( J~t :~ t) ~ K i (~gt ; )~K i (~"t%)  ~ g i (~gu~ ~ ) 
whenever U and V are affine open subsets of Z with locally principal complements in U . V. 
~i 0 Let ~¢fo = l im, ~'~z - . P~, and similarly define ~f°(E)  and ~¢t~lz.~). 
p~,  • . . ,p .  
in Z ~ 
I f  M is a Cz module in Mz, then, after removing a codimension two subset of Z, M breaks 
up into a direct sum, M = ~) M., with M v supported on/~ minus some proper closed subset. 
p~Z ~ 
Thus the category ~ o is the direct sum, 
11 
pEZ 1 
and hence K~(g  °) = t~ K~(g°(p)). In addition, if p is smooth on Z, then K~(:rf°z(p)) 
peZ l
= Ki(k(p)) by devissage. 
For the remainder of the paper, we assume that X is a surface. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a quasi-projective surface, and let t be in H°(X, ~s). Then [ div( t ) ] = 0 
in K o (X). 
Proof. Represent t by (D,f), where D is a curve on X, D ~ S is a finite set Pl u . . .  w pn, 
and f is in k(D)*. By adding extra components oD, we may assume that D is locally principal, 
X-D is affine, and each component Si of S intersects D. Since Kt (~ °) 
= ~KI (~°(g i ) )  ~ G k(x)*, t defines an element  o in K l (~°) ,  which has image 0 in 
s, x E (X -S )  1 
each K1 (~0 (g~)), and has image f(x) in k(x)* for x smooth. We first show that there is an 
affine neighbourhood V of Pl ~ . . .  u p,, with locally principal complement, and an 
element tv of KI  (gfv) which maps to resv(t °) in K 1 (9~f °,). We proceed by induction on n, the 
case n = 0 being trivial. 
Take an affine neighborhood W ofpx u . . .  u p,_ 1, with locally principal complement, 
and an element tw ofK~ (~w) representing res,,(t°). We may assume that p = p, is not in W. 
As t is a section of ~s ,  there is an element x in i. (f2(Xs))p such that t = •(x) in an affine 
neighborhood U of p. We may assume that U has locally principal complement in X. The 
element x determines a element x' of K2(k(X)). We define tu to be ?(x'), where ? is the 
boundary map from K 2 (k(X)) to K 1 (~u). If S~ is a one-dimensional component of S, then 
the following diagram commutes 
/2 (  Cix, s,)-T~Kl(~'ct~,u.s,,)--~ K~(~vg:'.s.,) = L] K~(~°(p)) 
K~(k(X))i- 'KI( ut . K , (~, t  = [_I K I~°(P l )  
peU ~ 
Thus tv goes to zero in KI(~g(S3); similarly, tu represents resu(t °) in Kl(o~°,). 
We now consider the restrictions resv~w(tw) and resv~w(tv). Since both of these 
represent resv ~ w(t°), there is a finite set of points a 1 . . . . .  am of U ~ W such that rest, ~ w(tw) 
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- resu ,~ w(tu) goes to zero in KI(Hu ~ w-U,,). We shrink U by removing a curve C which 
l 
passes through the a[ s, but misses p, and change notation. We may therefore assume that tw 
and tv restrict o the same element of K~(~v~w),  hence by Mayer-Vietoris, there is an 
element tv ~ w of K t (.g~v w) which restricts to tu on U and tw on W. Removing some curves 
from U ~, W, we may assume that U . W is affine with locally principal complement, and the 
induction goes through. 
Let then V be an affine neighborhood of U pi, and tv an element o fK  x (.g~v) representing 
res v (t °) as above. Let V' = V - D. Then z = res v,, (t v) goes to zero in K 1 (~o ,), so there is a 
finite set of points bx . . . . .  bs such that z goes to zero in Kl(;,~v,_ ~b,)- Let C be a locally 
principal curve on X containing all the b{s, with X-C affine, but not passing through the finite 
set S -  V. Let U = X-C .  Then resv~v(tv) = 0 in K~(~v~v), so we can extend tv to Y 
= U . V to get an element ty ofK~ (~y) which restricts to tv on V, and to 0 on U. In particular 
Y is a neighborhood of S in X, and ty is an element of Kt (~y) which represents resy(t°). 
Let A = X - Y. Write t as t = resy(t) + t'. Then t' is supported in the smooth locus of X, 
hence div(t') = 0 in Ko(X ). Thus we may assume that t = resy(t). As A is contained in the 
smooth locus of X, we have localization sequences ( ee the appendix, Corollary 3): 
K~(X) >KI(Y  ) ~ >K'o(A) > Ko(X) 
I i~_s 
KI (X -S) - - -~Kt (Y -S ) - -~K; (A)~ Ko(X-S  ). 
Let z be the image of t y under K l (~y) --} K 1 (Y). It is well known that ~ o i~_s(Z) = [div (t)] as 
an element of K~(A). Thus c~(z) = [div(t)] goes to zero in Ko(X), as desired, q.e.d. 
We recall that, on a quasi-projective surface X with singular locus S, the group CH 2 (X, S) 
is the free abelian group on the smooth points of X, modulo relations of the form div (f), 
where f is in k(D)* for some curve D on X, satisfying the conditions: 
(1) D ,, S is a finite set 
(2) D is principal in a neighborhood of each point of D ,~S 
(3) f i s  a unit in ~'o,p for each p in D ,~S. 
It is easily shown that each zero cycle of the form div ( f )  for such an f as above goes to zero in 
Ko(X), hence there is a homomorphism 7: CH2( X, S)-+ Ko(X ) defined by sending the 
equivalence class of a smooth point x to the Ko(X ) class of the residue field k(x). We have 
shown in [5] that 7 defines an isomorphism of CH2(X, S) with the subgroup FoKo(X ) of 
Ko(X ) generated by the classes [k(x)] for x a smooth (closed) point of X. 
On the other hand, given such a pair (D,f) satisfying (1)-(3) above, consider a point p of 
D ,, S. Let G be a local defining equation for D, and let F be a function in t~*,~which restricts to 
fon  D in a neighborhood ofp. We may choose G and F so that both are units in 6x,s, for each 
one-dimensional component Si of S. Then the symbol { F, G } defines an element of K 2 Rs, 
hence also an element of i.(:~r2(Xs))~, and Tr({F, G}) = (D,f) at p. Thus (D,f) defines a 
global section of ~rs. There is therefore a surjection 
CH2(X, S)--~ H2(F(G.)) = L] Z/div(H°(X,~rs)) 
x ~ (X  - S) 2 
By lemma 2, the may 3': CH 2 (X, S) ~ K o (X) factors through H 2 ( F (G.)), hence we have shown 
COROLLARY 3. CH2(X, S) is isomorphic to H2(F(G.)). 
We now analyze the cohomology of the sheaves in the resolution G.. 
LEMMA 4. Let A be a one-dimensional reduced semi-local ring, and let X = Spec(A). Then 
H i (X, ~Yd" 2 ) = O for i > O. (We assume that each residuefield of A has at least three elements). 
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Proof. Let A have closed points Pl . . . . .  Pn" Let A a be the local ring Apl , and let A 2 be the 
semi-local ring Ap . . . . . .  p. Let U i be the open subset Spec (A~) of  X, i = 1, 2. Since U 1 is local, 
W(UI,Yg2) = 0 for i > 0. By induction, we may assume that H~(Uz, Yfz) = 0 for i > 0 as 
well. As U 1 c~ U 2 is the disjoint union of  single points Spec(F), F the total quotient field of  A, 
U = {U1, U2} is a Leray covering of  X for Jg2. In particular, W (_~,X~2) = 0 for i > 2. To 
show that H 1 (X, Yg2) is zero, we need only show that every element z of  K2 (F) can be 
written as z = z 1 • z2, with z~ in K 2 (A~). We may assume that z = {a, b}, with a, b in A. 
By the Chinese remainder theorem, we may write a and b as 
a=ul"u2 ;  ui, v ieA*~,A for i=  1,2 
b = U 1 " U 2 
Then 
{a, b} = {/21, Vl}" {U2, U2}" {U2, U1}" {Ul, 132}; {t/i, Vi} eKE(A i )  
This reduces us to the case in which a is a unit in A 1 and b is a unit in A 2 (and both a and b are 
in A). Write b as 
b=bo( l+baa) ;  bo~A* ,b l~A.  
By the Chinese remainder theorem, there is an element c of A such that c(1 + b,a) + b I is a 
unit in A 2, and t = b o 1. (1 + ca) is a unit in A. Then 
(1) 1 - tb  is in (a)A 
(2) s = (1 - tb ) /a  is a unit in A2. 
We have 
{a,b}. {a, t} = {a, bt} 
{a, bt}. {s, bt} = {1- tb ,  tb} = 1, 
SO 
{a,b} = {t,a) . {bt, s} eKzA , • KEA=, 
as desired. 
Note: The above result was first shown by Gillet [3] by a different method. 
COROLLARY5. W(X, i ,{at~E(Xs))=O for i>0 .  
Proof By the above lemma, H~(Xs, olrz(Xs)) = 0 for i > 0, so we need only show that 
R~i,(, lr2(Xs)) p = 0 for q > 0 and for p in X. 
(1) p a smooth point of  X. Then Rqi,(aCEXs)v = Hq(Spec(k(X)),otr:) = 0 for q > 0. 
(2) p a point of  S. Then R q i, (aft: X S)p = H q (X s/p, 0~z ), where X sip is the open subset of  X s 
gotten by removing all points s~ which do not specialize to p. By the previous lemma, 
this cohomology group vanishes for q > 0. 
This completes the proof  of  the corollary, q.e.d. 
LEMMA 6. Hi(X,~s)  = O for i > O. 
Proof. We have the inclusion ~s  - H 
x ~ (X - S) 1 
qq is supported at closed points of  S, so 
ix. (k(x)*) = o~; let cg be the cokernel. Then 
def. 
Hi(X,o~s)= Hi(X,o~)=O fo r i>2 
HI(X,,~s) = H°(X, c~)/lmH°(X,,~). 
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~f is a direct sum of skyscraper cheaves ip. (~fp), and ~p is generated by representatives (D,f) 
in#-p. Take then a curve D passing through p, and a function f in k(D)*. By adding elements 
of the form (D', 1), we may assume that D is principle in an affine neighborhood U of D ~ S, 
say defined by H in V(U, ~u). We may choose U so that U contains each generic point of S. We 
may also assume that f is a regular function on D ~ U. Take a regular function F on U which 
restricts to f on D ~ U. Take N sufficiently arge so that, letting m denote the maximal ideal of 
~X'p' we have 
F'  ~ ~r,p,F' - F rood mN=~ F'[D = uf, with u a unit in ¢~p. 
We need only take N so large so that m N- ~ is contained in ( f )  eD, p when restricted to D. Let L~ 
be a line bundle on X, chosen sufficiently ample so that F extends to a global section of ~ ,  
and m N t~) ~ is generated by global sections. Then there is a section So in H ° (X, .~) such that, 
with respect o some local trivialization of .~ near p, 
(i) s o ID = uf, with u a unit in eD'p 
(ii) (So), the divisor of So, does not contain any point ofD ~ S other than p, and contains no 
curve in S 
(iii) (So) contains no generic point of D, nor any point of the finite set S - U. 
Let s~ be a section of ~ that is non-zero at each point ofD ~ S, at each generic point of D, at 
each point ofS - U, and at each generic point of S. Let G be the rational function So/S~. Then 
G satisfies 
(1) GID = u'f, with u' a unit in ¢o,f 
(2) H is a unit at each point of (G) ~ S - {p}. 
For (E, t) in I_I k(x)*, we denote by (E, t) the class of (E, t) as a section of ~, and 
x¢(X-S)  ~ 
(E, t)~ the class of (E, t) in ~q, q e X. As D is Cartier, (D,f )p = (D, u'f)p, and so 
(D,f )p = (D, u'f)p 
= (D, Gla)p 
= (D, GW)p+Tp({H, G})p as {H, G} is in K2R s 
= ((So), h)p h = Hltso ). 
Also, since H is a unit at each other point of (So) ~ S, ((So), h)q = 0 for each q q~ p. Thus (D, f )  p 
is in the image of H°(X, .~) ,  and H~(X, .~s)  = O, as desired, q.e.d 
We can now prove our main result. 
THEOREM. Let X be a quasi-projective surface, with singular locus S. Then CH e (X, S) is 
isomorphic to H e (X, ;Yf a ). 
Proof. As ~t~2 and X~r[ are isomorphic off the closed points of S, we have H 2 (X, Jff2 ) 
= H 2 (X,  .Xe'[ ). By proposition I, together with lemma 4, corollary 5, and lemma 6, G is an 
acyclic resolution of :gf[. Corollary 3 finishes the proof, q.e.d. 
APPENDIX: A LOCALIZATION THEOREM IN ALGEBRAIC K-THEORY 
In this section we give a generalization f the localization sequence for the K-groups of 
abelian categories appearing in [7]. The proof relies heavily on the original proof in [7"], and 
we will freely use the results and notations from that paper. I would like to thank Dan 
Grayson for several helpful suggestions on this section. 
Let ~ be an abelian category, and let ~ be a Serre subeategory of ~,  closed under 
subobjects, quotient objects, and finite products in ~.  We make ~ and ~ into exact 
categories by making all monos and epis admissible. Let #' be a full subcategory ofa/closed 
under extensions in~,  and containing 8.  We call a monomorphism or an epimorphism in
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admissible if it occurs in an exact sequence 
O~N'~N~N"~O 
in ~¢, with N', N, and N" in go. We assume that this choice of admissible monos and epis 
makes go into an exact category. We also assume the following condition: 
(*) I fN'  is in ~, N in go, and u : N' ~ N a monomorphism in ~¢ then u is admissible in go, i.e. 
cok (u) is in go. Similarly, if ou : N --. N' is an epi in ~¢, then ker (u) is in go. 
Let i : go ~ ~¢, e : ~ --. go be the inclusions, and let j : go/~ --, ~¢/~ be the induced 
functor. From (*), one easily sees that j is a full inclusion of go/~ into the abelian category 
~¢/~. In addition, if we give ~¢/~ and go/& the admissible monos and epis as above, then 
~¢/•  and go/~ are exact categories. Let s: ~¢ ---, ~¢/~, t : go --. go/~ be the quotient functors. 
We will prove the following 
THEOREM 1. (1) The diagram 
Qt 
Qgo o ~ Qs~ 
1, 
is homotopy cartesian. 
(2) The sequence Q~ ~ Qgo ~ Q (go/~) has the homotopy type of a fibration. 
This gives 
COROLLARY 2. We have commuting long exact sequences 
Ki+ ~ (~/ .~)~ K~(~) ~ K~(~)~ K, ( .~/ .~)~ K,_~ (.~)--, 
K, + 1 (go/~) ~ K, (~)  ~ K, (go) ~ K, (go/~) --. K,_,  (~) --.. 
Note. Strictly speaking, the category go /~ is not defined, since go is not an abelian 
category. One can however use the same definition as in the case of an abelian category, 
namely, Obj (go/~) = Obj and an arrowf f rom M to N in go /•  is an equivalence class of 
diagrams 
M1 , / - ,q  
M N 
where M1 is in Obj (go), e and fl are arrows in 9,, and both ker(e) and cok(e) are in ~. The only 
question is that of composition of arrows if 
Nl 
N O 
gives an arrow g from N to 0 in go/~,  then g .f is defined by the diagram 
MIx,N1 
M 0 
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By our assumptions on ~ and ~, the object MIXNN~ of M is in Obj (~o), so this is well- 
defined. 
From the course of the proof, it will be clear that the above is functorial for exact functors 
(~,  ~, ~) ~ (~/', ~',  ~'), and that the bottom row is functorial for exact functors (~, ~) 
(~', ~'). 
Proof of theorem 1. We recall that, if f :  ~ ~ ~' is a functor, and V is an object in ~', 
then the category V\ f  has objects (M, u : V ~fM) ,  where M is an object in ~, and u is an 
arrow in ~'. An arrow in V\ f  from (M, u : V~fM)  to (M', u' : V~fM' )  is an arrow g : M 
M' in ~ such that u'= f(g)o u. We dually define the category f~ V having objects 
(M, u: fM --, V). 
The composition Qt o Qe : Q yl ~ Q(~/~)  is homotopic to the identity functor with 
value 0, hence we can factor Qe : Q ~ ~ Q~ as 
Q~O\Qt  ~Q~ 
M ~ (M, 0 ~- tM) 
(N, u)~--~ N. 
We will show 
(a) For every u : V' ~ V in Q(~/yl), u* : V\Qt ~ V'\Qt is a homotopy equivalence. 
(b) the functor Q gt ~O\Qt is a homotopy equivalence. 
Applying theorem B § 1 of [7], this establishes (2) of theorem 1. Taking ~ = M shows (1). In 
addition, (a) and (b) have already been established in the proof of the localization theorem in 
[7], for ~ = ~/. Using the commutativity of
U* r V\ Qs---~ V \ Qs 
OJ 
V\ Qt -~V' \  Qt 
for u : V-~ V' in Q(~/~) ,  we need only show that 
Qj: V\Qt--, V\Qs 
is a homotopy equivalence for V in ~/~.  
Fix then a V in ~/~.  Let~-~ be the subcategory of V~Qt consisting of (N, V ..% tN), and 
let ~'v d be the subcategory of V~Qs consisting of (M, V _~ sM). By assumption (*), the 
inclusion ~- - ,  ~r vdis an isomorphism of categories. From lemma 1, page 106 of [7], the 
inclusion ,~rv~ V\Qs is a homotopy equivalence. We now show that ~'~--, V\Qt is a 
homotopy equivalence. The proof is almost he same as lemma 1 of [Q]. 
Denote the inclusion~r'~ ~ V~Qt by f We need only show that f/(N, u) is contractible for 
every object (N, u) of V~Qt. Given a map u : V~ tN in Q(~/g~), we represent u by an 
isomorphism V ~ V 1 / Vo, where (Vo, V1) is an admissible ayer in tN. The category f~ (N, u) is 
equivalent to the ordered set of admissible layers (No, NI) in N, with (tNo, tNx) = (Vo, I,'1) 
with the ordering (No, NI) _< (N~, N~) iffN~ _ N O c_ N 1 _ N'I, and all the inclusions are 
admissible monos. By condition (*), all layers (No, N1) with (tNo, tNx) = (V0, I/1) are 
admissible, and any inclusion as above are admissible monos. 
Let (No, NI), (N~, N~) be two such layers. Then (N o N~,  N 1 + N~) is also such a layer, 
and 
(N o, N,) < (N O N~,  N 1 +N'x) -> (N~, N~). 
Thus the ordered set of layers is directed. In addition, every subobject V1 of tN = sN is of the 
form sN1 for some subobject Nx of N. If VI c_ tN is admissible, then by (*), N1 is in ~,  and N1 
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~_ N is an admissible mono in ~.  The ordered set of layers is thus non-empty. The category 
f / (N, u) is therefore filtering, hence contractible. This shows that~ --, V\Qt is a homotopy 
equivalence, which completes the proof  of (a) and (b), and the theorem. 
COROLLARY 3. Let X be a quasi-projective scheme, Y a closed subscheme contained in the 
regular locus of X, and let U be the complement X-supp (Y). Then there are commutative long 
exact sequences 
--. K;+,(U) -~K;(Y) - .  K;(X) ~ K[(U) ~ K;_~ (Y) ---, 
~ g i I (U)~ K;(Y)--. K~(X)--. K~(U)-~ K; , (Y )~.  
The sequences are functorial for flat maps f :  (X', Y') ~ (X, Y) with f -  ~ (Y) = Y', and the 
bottom sequence is functorial for maps f :  (X', Y') --, (X, Y) with f -  1 (Y) = Y', and which are 
flat over a neighborhood of Y. 
Proof. Let z~' = JCx  (coherent modules on X), ~' =~¢¢x(Y) (coherent modules 
supported on Y), ~ = the category of coherent modules on X which restrict o projective ~'u 
modules on U. Let ,~'x, g% be the categories of coherent projective (C'x, (% modules, 
respectively. Then ~¢/~ is equivalent to./t'u (coherent modules on U) and similarly, ~ ' /~  is 
equivalent to ~'u. In addition, the inclusion ~x --' ~' induces isomorphisms Ki(X) = Ki(~x) 
~- Ki (~),  by the resolution theorem, and the inclusion Jgy--, JCx (Y) induces isomorphisms 
K'~ (Y) = Ki(.lgy ) ~- Ki(JCx(Y)) by devissage. Applying corollary 2 gives the result.q.e.d. 
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